GatorLASH™ BUCKLE THREADING INSTRUCTIONS

1. Tuck strap under prongs #1 and #2. Wrap back over both prongs and tuck under prong #1.

2. Slide strap between prongs #1 and #2.

3. Wrap strap over prong #2 and tuck under.

4. Pull strap through and tension.

5. Repeat steps 1-4 on the other side.

CSB 9090
Ladder Buckle
**Step 1**: Tuck strap into middle opening of buckle

**STEP 2 - 3**: Wrap Strap Around Outer Leg Then Slide Strap Into Space Between Leg 1 & 2

**STEP 4**: Pull Strap Thru Larger Middle Opening
STEP 5: Continue Pulling Strap Through Larger Middle Opening (Repeat on Other Side of Buckle)

Photos of Completed Buckle Application